PostDoc Position opened

Receptor signaling and Molecular Scaffolds, Institut Cochin, Paris.
P.I. and direct supervisor: Stefano Marullo (ORCID ID: orcid.org/0000-0001-9604-9973)

The principal specific aims of the project are to decipher cellular and molecular mechanisms involved in regulated G protein-coupled receptor export to the cell surface and to establish the pathophysiological implications of this regulation. Funding is for 2 years, starting September 2016, but can potentially be extended. France-residing candidates should not have more than 2 years research experience in France after PhD (because of current rules on Post-Doc duration in France). No limitation for people from outside France.

Requested skills
Cell biology (advanced microscopy approaches, cell trafficking), molecular biology; work on animal models will be a plus.

Recent publications on the topic:


Send CV and motivation letter to: stefano.marullo@inserm.fr